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BRIEF
If you are looking for a touchscreen multimedia system for 
your vehicle, then XZENT with its X-402 has an ultra modern 
moniceiver with integrated DAB+ tuner, high-quality capacitive 
6.2“/15.7 cm touchscreen, integrated Bluetooth hands-free 
system, and impressive multimedia features in its product ran-
ge. Even for those who want a versatile sat nav, the XZENT is 
an intelligent solution: With the X-402-SDFEU navigation mic-
ro SDHC card available for separate purchase, the X-402 can 
easily be expanded to a well equipped navigation system. With 
a built-in CD/DVD drive, two USB ports, and Made for iPod/
iPhone, the X-402 is well equipped for the latest A/V formats. 
Using the HDMI input, compatible smartphones or multimedia 
devices can be connected for easy transmission of audio and 
screen content to the XZENT. 
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If you are looking for a touchscreen multimedia system for 
your vehicle, then XZENT with its X-402 has an ultra modern 
moniceiver with integrated DAB+ tuner and impressive multi-
media features in its product range. Even for those who want 
a versatile sat nav, the XZENT is an intelligent solution: With 
the X-402-SDFEU navigation micro SDHC card available for se-
parate purchase, the X-402 can easily be expanded to a well 
equipped navigation system. 

Simply insert the card into the micro SD card slot, and that’s 
it! The infotainer is turned into a naviceiver with map content 
for 47 European countries, Premium POI package with over 
6.5 million points of interest, 3D map views, 3D Auto-Zoom for 
junctions and roundabouts, and much more. 

Of stylish design, the X-402 comes with a very high-quality 
capacitive 6.2“/15.7 cm touchscreen that impresses with its 
transparent, high contrast image. The main functions VOLUME, 
HOME and HDMI are implemented as touch sensor elements, 
a light fi nger tap is all it takes to effortlessly control the X-402. 
Modern, clearly structured HMI pages designed for stress-free 
mobile use, make for truly intuitive control. 

XZENT‘s new multimedia device provides the most modern 
entertainment tools, starting with the high-sensitivity FM RDS 
tuner, and an integrated DAB+ tuner that boasts a host of fea-
tures. These include DAB station tracking, and the display of 
MOT slideshows.

With a built-in CD/DVD drive, two USB ports, and Made for 
iPod/iPhone, the X-402 is well equipped for the latest A/V for-
mats. Added to that is also the option to mirror images and 
sound on the device through the use of an optional wifi  dis-
play dongle. Using the HDMI input, compatible smartphones 
or multimedia devices can be connected for easy transmission 
of audio and screen content to the XZENT. 

The integrated Bluetooth hands-free system is also fi rst class, 
not only for conveniently dealing with phone calls on the move, 
but also for streaming music from a smartphone. Synchroniza-
tion with the mobile phone is automatic, so that phonebook 
entries are immediately available in resident memory. 

The X-402 has two RCA inputs for connecting a front and a 
rear camera complete with switched power supply, for maneu-
vering and cam blendover function. Successful integration in 
the vehicle is also taken care of: The color of the illumination is 
freely selectable, and so can be optimally adjusted to the night 
time illumination of different cockpits.

More than a multimedia system – the infotainer X-402 from XZENT
Smart solution for the cockpit: From XZENT there is now a 2-DIN moniceiver that can easily 
be expanded into a full sat nav system with an optional navigation microSDHC card
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